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into nature. Geometry is one way of making number visible. These images 
make visible both particular ephemeral nature and archetypal eternal 
patterns. It is fitting that at their most fundamental level these digital images 
are created from, stored by and retrieved with numbers.

Quantum Mechanics
These images are deeply influenced by the new information coming to 
light in many fields of science, especially quantum mechanics. They are an 
attempt to find a felt connection with our strange new world-view we 
have not yet come to fully understand. Reconciling relativity is extremely 
challenging on many levels.

Consider the following: Physical structures are made of atoms.Atomic 
structures are made of subatomic particles or quantum objects, more 
space than matter. Quantum objects are simultaneously both waves and 
particles.Waves are non-material, fields of probability that can be described 
by numerical ratios.Subatomic particles are material, having mass and 
energy that can be described by numerical units. Subatomic particles 
disappear and reappear in other locations without existing in the spaces 
in between. Subatomic particles are in more than one place at the same 
time.Subatomic particles travel along many paths simultaneously. Although 
particles appear randomly, they follow a distribution pattern. The wave 
persists as an invisible guiding principle.When wave functions of different 
particles become entangled, their states mutually influence each other no 
matter how far apart. What happens to one is instantaneously mirrored 
in the other. Information about the state of one part of the universe is 
encoded in every other part of the universe, like a holograph.

The universe is becoming increasingly information encoded.Observation 
influences. The observer influences the observed.What the observer 
observes influences them.The questions asked and they way they’re 
asked influence the answers.The quality of observation influences the 
results. In light of this information, contemporary western materialism 
requires a radical reconsideration. A new world-view is necessary.

Refraction

Drawing Light
Photo – light. Graph – drawing. Photographs are light drawings. These 
photographs also include drawings of light. Though I’ve always drawn, 
since infancy, this body of work presents my first finished electronic 
drawings. While sometimes drawn to emphasize what is only dimly seen, 
more often than not these new drawings of light present geometries 
imposed on the no longer blank canvas of the photograph.

Symbol of Light
Throughout the ages, in many cultures, the mystery of light has been 
used as a powerful symbol. To this day, the word light connotes many 
things including enlightenment, wisdom, truth, information, purity, 
non-materiality, energy, spirituality, inspiration, life, divinity, infinity, and 
the eternal. Light has many dimensions. Light makes the material world 
visible. Light makes visible the non-material. Often we see the invisible 
(magnetism, gravity, wind, temperature, etc) in the effects it produces on 
the visible. Seen only when it is passing through different media or when 
it reflects off of solid surfaces, light may have the subtlest effects. These 
images, this poetry of light, embraces the fullness of this phenomenon.

Geometry
Number, geometry, music, and the study of patterns in the heavens are 
considered the four great liberal arts of the ancients. These universal 
languages are found in all known cultures and sciences. Galileo wrote, 
“Philosophy is written in this grand book — I mean the universe — 
which stands continually open to our gaze, but it cannot be understood 
unless one first learns to comprehend the language in which it is written. 
It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are triangles, 
circles, and other geometric figures, without which it is humanly impos-
sible to understand a single word of it; without these, one is wandering 
about in a dark labyrinth.” Geometry (‘measure of the earth’) charts the 
unfolding of number in space, scientific understanding. Sacred geometry 
attaches symbolic meaning to number, philosophic contemplation. Number 
has always been seen as a key to understanding the universe, a window 
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Quantum Editions
In developing these images I found that many variants of the same image 
worked. It’s my standard practice to present only the variation I feel is 
best. In this case, presenting multiple variations simultaneously seems 
appropriate for the nature of the work. So I offer these images in quantum 
editions. The collector selects how many and which variations to acquire, 
taking an active hand in how each image is finally manifested for themselves. 
Ultimately, the viewer completes the manifestation.

Nowhere / Everywhere
A majority of my images are created and presented in a way that is not 
site specific. These unplaced places could be virtually anywhere on earth. 
They are meant to be seen as being simultaneously no-where and 
everywhere. So too are the drawn patterns in these images. This 
universalization of location is designed to do many things. It suggests that 
we are not as removed (or separate from) from these ‘exotic’ places and 
states as we might think. As each event portrayed is recreated (perceived, 
interpreted and internalized), redrawn within each viewer (me/you/us), 
we are all drawn closer to it. We are drawn closer to us. The real event 
for each viewer is the act of perception. The real event is here and now. 
This may be the real art.
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Refraction IIIA

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=&num=27&page=1&pos=3
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Refraction XXVII

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=17
http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=17
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Refraction XXVIII

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=18
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Refraction XXXI

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=20
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Refraction II

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=2
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Refraction XXXV

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=24
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Refraction XXI

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=10
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Refraction XXII

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=11
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Refraction XXXVI

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=2&pos=25
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Antarctica LII

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=5
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Refraction LXX B

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=15
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Refraction LXX

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=15
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Refraction LXXIV B

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=20
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Refraction LXXIV C

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=20
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Refraction LXXIV D

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=20
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Refraction LXXIV E

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=20
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Refraction LXXIII B

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=&num=27&page=1&pos=25
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Refraction LXXIII

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=&num=27&page=1&pos=23
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Refraction LXV

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=13
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Refraction LIX

http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/jpcGallery/browse.php?kw[]=refraction+series&notkw[]=3&num=27&page=1&pos=6
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Contact 

Inquire about prints, commisions, licensing, lectures and exhibits.

Phone   207-354-0578
Email     info@johnpaulcaponigro.com
Mail      73 Cross Road, Cushing, ME, 0456t3
Visit     www.johnpaulcaponigro.com

Biography

John Paul Caponigro is one of the most prominent artists working with 
digital media. His art has been exhibited internationally and purchased by 
numerous private and public collections including Princeton University, 
the Estée Lauder collection, and the Smithsonian. 

John Paul combines his background in painting with traditional and 
alternative photographic processes using state-of-the-art digital technology. 
His life’s work is a call to reconnect with nature through conscientious 
creative interaction with our environment.

Respected as an authority on creativity and fine art digital printing, he 
is a highly sought after speaker, lecturing extensively at conferences, 
universities, and museums, in venues as diverse as TEDx, MIT and 
Photoshop World. He leads workshops globally.

John Paul’s work has been published widely in numerous periodicals and 
books including Art News and The Ansel Adams Guide. A contributing 
editor for Digital Photo Pro and a columnist for the Huffington Post, 
he is the author of Adobe Photoshop Master Class and the DVD series 
R/Evolution. John Paul is a member of the Photoshop Hall of Fame, 
Canon’s Explorers of Light, Epson’s Stylus Pros, and X-Rite’s Coloratti. 
His clients include Adobe, Apple, Kodak, and Sony.
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This exhibit is ready to ship.

http://johnpaulcaponigro.com/antarctica/exhibit/
http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/files/5613/9186/9152/Refraction.pdf
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Sign up for Insights enews free.
http://www.johnpaulcaponigro.com/lib/insights.php

Get access to hundreds of free resources.
Learn about new exhibits, prints, lectures, workshops, and publications.

 

Connect on Google+, Twitter, and/or Facebook
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